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London Stansted enjoys the status of being the fourth biggest airport in terms of total passenger
traffic. It has the capacity of managing around 25 million passengers in a year. The airport is located
at a travel distance of approximately 48 kilometers (30 miles) towards the northeast of Central
London in Stansted Mountfitchet in Essex County. The airport has a beautiful building with a floating
roof. It was designed by Foster Associates and was constructed with the technical instructions of a
structural engineer, Peter Rice. The airport witnessed a total of 18 million passengers passing
through its gates in the year 2011.

The main reason for its popularity among public is that it is a home to majority of low cost carriers of
UK. Stansted is also a home to the low-cost giant, Ryanair. The facilities at the airport are perfect for
just about all kinds of passengers which including disabled passengers, families with kids and solo
travelers. The airport also offers special facilities for corporate class passengers with executive
lounges, priority check-ins and other special facilities. The air traffic control tower of Stansted Airport
was the highest building in UK when it was constructed and even today is among the tallest
buildings of the country with a height of 60 meters. Stansted airport offers all kinds of ground travel
and transportation facilities to its passengers.

Stansted Airport Transfers

The Londonâ€™s Stansted airport has a wide number of transportation facilities for the ease and
comfort of traveling to and from the airport. You can easily get private cars, airport taxis, buses,
nonstop coaches and trains at the airport at reasonable prices. The National Express owns and
operates scheduled buses and coaches at Stansted airport which travel to and from all local and far
off locations across the country. Aside from this, airport has its own train service, The Stansted
Express. This exclusive train service runs to and from Stansted to London Liverpool Station every
15 minutes.

Taxi from Airport

Looking for an airport taxi from Stansted is as easy as pie. The dedicated airport cab services are
available 24/7 at Stansted airport making it easier for the passengers to get to local areas without
having to worry about roads and directions. These airport cabs which are mostly owned and
operated by CrossCab, an oldest and renowned taxi company of UK are always available at budget
friendly prices, suitable for all kinds of passengers.

Order a Taxi from Mobile

Some of the popular and technologically enhanced taxi companies at Stansted airport which include
CrossCab, offer special mobile taxi services. They have a special mobile taxi booking system which
enables you to book a taxi conveniently using your mobile phone. This options work great for
regular and business travelers. Getting a taxi booked from mobile application/site not only enables
you to book your taxi but also to track its exact location and make payments using your debit/credit
card.

Car to Airport

Getting a private car to and from Stansted airport is as simple and anything. The airport has booking
offices of majority of UKâ€™s popular car companies therefore passengers arriving from any location at
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Stansted airport can hire private cars whether chauffeur driven or self driven at pocket friendly rates.
These car hire companies offer all kinds of cars that range from economical sedans to costly and
luxurious limousines.
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